Correlations between plasma platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH) activity and PAF-AH genotype, age, and atherosclerosis in a Japanese population.
Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH), a plasma enzyme that hydrolyzes PAF and oxidized phospholipids, is thought to be involved in protecting cells against oxidative stress. A G(994) (M allele)-->T (m allele) mutation in the plasma PAF-AH gene, which results in a Val(279)-->Phe substitution in the mature protein, leads to a loss of catalytic activity. To elucidate the relationships among PAF-AH enzyme activity, genotype, age, and atherosclerosis, we assayed these parameters in a large Japanese population (n=3932) that consisted of three groups; a control group (healthy individuals; n=1684), a risk-factor group (individuals having at least one conventional risk factor for atherosclerosis; n=1398), and a diseased group (patients who had suffered a myocardial infarction or stroke; n=850). We observed a significantly increased frequency of the m allele in the diseased group as compared with the control or risk-factor groups. Plasma PAF-AH activity increased significantly with age in women in the control group with the MM and Mm genotypes, and in men in the control group with the MM genotype, but not in men with the Mm genotype. In both the risk-factor and diseased groups, however, no correlation was observed between plasma PAF-AH activity and age in subjects with either genotype. These results suggest that in individuals with the MM genotype, plasma PAF-AH activity may be increased in response to stresses induced by PAF and/or oxidized phospholipids that might accumulate with age, but that this response is not evident or reduced in healthy individuals with the m allele, or in subjects with atherosclerotic disease, or having risk factors. Together with our previous findings, the G(994)-->T mutation in the PAF-AH gene may be one of the genetic determinants for atherosclerotic disease in the Japanese population.